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Psychosomatic medicine
So many wonderful and horrible things are happening in medicine
these days. The good, old medicine, where the doctor himself, his
empathy and wisdom, is the tool is again main stream [1].
Psychosomatic medicine, CAM, alternative medicine, holistic
medicine, you name it – is basically the old classical medicine using
nothing but a shift in the patients’ consciousness, caused by
understanding or trust – often called the “placebo effect”. In rigid
scientific studies this medicine has now been proven able to cure even
the most serious physical diseases. It works wonders with coronary
heart disease and even cancer, [2-6] as we saw it with David Spiegel et
al. [6] and Dean Ornish et al. [2] great papers during the last decades.
Psychotherapy has been found extremely effective for almost all
mental and psychiatric disorders – often 19 out of 20 patients have
been cured, and without significant side effects, as recent meta analyses
by Leischenring et al. have shown [7-10].
Isn’t that wonderful? We now have cheap and effective, evidencebased medicine completely without side effects - without all the
horrible adverse effects always associated with the use of drugs! - that
can heal almost all diseases known to man, if the patient just
understands to cooperate with the treatment? What a great
achievement for mankind.
And on the other side, we have the horror of our time: the massive
manipulation of the academic institutions and of national and
international health organizations worldwide, including the WHO, by
the pharmaceutical industry, making billions of people believe in the
effectivity of drugs and vaccination programs etc. without any
scientifically documented significant beneficial effect, but with
countless serious adverse effects, leading to the death of hundreds of
thousands of patients according to the leader of the Nordic Cochrane
Center, Peter Gøtzsche. He recently documented this in a number of
articles in Danish media [11] and a much debated book with the
dramatic tittle “Deadly Medicines and Organised Crime: How Big
Pharma Has Corrupted Healthcare” [12]. Honestly you would not
expect an established and honored professor at the University Hospital
write such a book; you need to read it yourself to understand that the
tittle is actually an accurate summery of what is well documented in
the book. This is an important book and a must-read for all leaders and
politicians in healthcare.
In articles in the major Danish newspaper Politiken professor
Gøtzsche has estimated that about 3500 Danish citizens every year die
of adverse effects of medicine [13] – dangerous and ineffective drugs
they most often should not have had to begin with [12].
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These two opposite trends in medicine – industrial pharmaceutical
drugs and vaccines on one side, and the old-school traditional one-toone encounter aimed for problem solving and understanding – are
often clashing.
Patients are getting confused and researchers in holistic medicine
are often framed and attacked by people and organizations close to the
pharmaceutical industry, as Gøtzsche also documented in his books,
where you can read that some companies even have hit-list for the
researchers who research in the adverse effects of their products!
My close colleagues in holistic medicine research and I have even
met researchers who told us that big companies have been threatened
to end their lives if they continued to document that the companies’
drugs and vaccines are without beneficial effects [14].
And many more researchers have been scandalized by falls
accusation of violent and sexual abuse of patients etc, most often
presented in the boulevard press by psychiatrist who are totally
dependent of the use of the psychopharmacological drugs which Peter
Gøtzsche and other Cochrane researchers have found should be taken
of the market [11].
What we need to do is to make it clear to the people and politicians
of our countries that we now have two conflicting trends in medicine:
one build on appreciation of the power of personal contact with the
patient and driven by good hearts; and another build on the believe in
the magical bullet and driven by big money.
The first is based on empathy, the patients understanding of own
disease- and recovery process, and a celebration of the healing forces in
each individual, to be called upon in case of disease using concepts and
exercises related to feelings, emotional intelligence, intuition, love,
fulfillment of deep existential needs, understanding, self-realization,
and the healing power of freeing ones sexuality. In Denmark we often
can call this classical holistic approach to healing for “love as medicine”
[15-20].
The other is based on the big money in the pharmaceutical industry.
Power and money are, as Gøtzsche have shown us, changing truth into
untruth and the untrue into public truth and believes.
Drugs which are extremely dangerous and poisonous, even deadly,
are sold as safe and good medicine, and even recommended by
authorities and doctors with close relations to the industry, in spite of
the existence of cheaper, much safer and thousand times more effective
alternatives.
In these troubled days in medicine it is important that we make it
clear for ourselves where we stand.
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I feel that most doctors involved in alternative medicine hold on to
classical values like respect for the patient and his autonomy, personal
integrity and honesty. The understanding that our patients are greatly
helped when we let these values guide our actions and choices is what
originally led to the concept of medical ethics [21].
Science must be sound and unbiased. Nothing is as easily
manipulated as measuring and documentation of positive and negative
effects, as Gøtzsche has shown us in his book [12] and in his many
papers and even a doctoral thesis on this subject.
Basically an objective measurement cannot be done by anyone with
an interest. The pharmaceutical industry cannot test its own products,
and the state cannot manage medicine, as it is too susceptible to the
influence of big money.
This means that the scientific medicine is in severe trouble. The
problems are so important and severe that even the results from the
medical science cannot be trusted anymore, as Gøtzsche has explained
us [11-13].
The only solution I see is to set medicine free.
The state must do everything it can to stop the suppression of
alternative medicine. To support the doctors practicing alternative
medicine, every doctor must be allowed to treat according to his or her
own believe, understanding and knowledge. And the patients must
have the right to choose a doctor that matches his or her
understanding and believe of life and medicine.
Drugs should be tested by independent organizations with no
relationship to the industry, the academic institutions or to the state.
All means that can stop the pharmaceutical industry from
dominating and manipulating people, organizations and society at
large must be taking into use. Commercials for drugs must be banned
or only allowed if the NNT-numbers (often showing that only one
patient in [20] or so is helped by the drugs [22]), the adverse effects
(often dozens) and the NNH-numbers (showing that most patients are
harmed by most drugs) are also listed in the commercial. If people only
knew the truth about the drugs, or just what can be learned from the
major independent Cochrane reviews, they would not take them.
The most reasonable thing to do in this situation is as radical as
Gøtzsches book: All pharmaceutical industry payment to doctors who
are involved in the treatment of patients must be forbidden. Testing of
medicine must me a job for independent organizations paid by the
state, but not controlled by the state. Public tender is one way to do it.
But there are many other good solutions, of course.
With political will it is not impossible to realize the ideas of keeping
medicine healthy even in a money-driven and “practical” world.
At least we must try.
If we are not fighting for medicine know, we risk to loose thousands
of years of collected wisdom in medicine; we risk lose the blessed
tradition of good doctors and therapists healing and helping the weak
and diseased.
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Let’s not do that.
Let’s not loose what is priceless and impossible to replace.
With half of the population ill in most western countries we more
than ever need the great medicine where consciousness is in focus and
the “doctor is the tool”.
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